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REMEMBER TO VOTE

ASB Elections
The Associated Students will be
holding Fall Elections on
November 18 and 19. Election polls
will be located at the crossroads in
front of the Library, and will open
from 8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. In case
of inclement weather the polls will
be located in the commons on
Monday November 18 and in front
of the Library on Tuesday
November 19.

Constitutional Amendment on Ballot
The Student Senate is con
sidering suggested wording for
A.S.B. Constitutional revision. The
current A.S.B. Cohstitution was
written in 1966 when the college
was new. At that time, there were
less than 300 Bachelor degrees
available. Judi Jones, A.S.B.
President, suggested that the
A.S.B. Constitution be ammended
in the up coming election to include

graduate students, since they are
not excluded from paying the fees.
In order for the revision to qualify
for the November 18th and 19to
ballot, it must first pass the
Student Seante on November 13th
by a two-third majority vote. The
revisions will seat one graduate
representative on the Executive
Cabinet and two graduate Senators
on the A.S.B. Senate.

"Lady Frederick" Opens This Week
Somerset Maugham's "Lady
Frederick" will open the lOtii
season of Players of the Pear
Garden productions Nov. 14 at
California State College, San
Bernardino.
Performances wOl be Thursday
through Saturday, Nov. 14-16 and
Wednesday through Saturday,
Nov. 20-23 in the Little Theatre on
campus. Curtain time will be 8:15
p.m.
The 1907 play, the first of the
epigrammatic comedies which
established Maugham's name, is
famous for the scene in which the
irresistible charmer of middle age
who gives her name to the play
shows herself as she looks wihtout
artificial aid in order to discourage
a youthful suitor.
The title role of "Lady
Frederick" will be portrayed by
guest artist Mary Barnes, wife of
Dr. Ronald Barnes, director of the
poduction. Dr. Barnesfounded the
Cal State drama department and is
its chairman.

Mrs. Barnes' background in the
theatre includes the role of Miss
Kelly in "Harvey," with John
Astin; Hesione Hushabye in
Shaw's "Heartbreak House" with
John Kerr and George Ede; and
Vivie in Shaw's "Mrs. Warren's
Profession" with the San Fran
cisco Interplayers. She has also
appeared in productions of die
Honolulu Community Theatre, the
Stanford Players and the
Traveler's Company of Hollywood.
The Mau^am comedy, set in a
fashionable spa on the French
Riviera, pemiered in England
Oct. 2,1907. Ediel Barrymore was
the first to appear as "Lady
Frederick" in the United States.
CSCSB students cast in the play
include Keith O'Camp, a
Beaumont resident; Kurt Nelson,
Fallbrook; John J. Finn, Lake
Arrowhead; Kimberly Munson,
Colton, and Steve Deever, Fontana.
Students from San Bernardino
who are taking part include Clark

Elder Morrow, Johnny W. Pipkin,
Rock
DeFillipes,
Kathleen
Newcomer and Sondra Sparks.
Another
actress,
Deborah
Stephens, also a San Bernardino
resident, is a student at San Ber
nardino Valley College.
Sandi Stiglinski is in charge of:
set design and Deirdre McGuire,
costumes. Both are members of
the Cal State drama staff. Dr.
Amanda Sue Rudisill, associate
pofessor of drama, is in charge of
the lighting.
Reservations may be made now
through the drama office at the
college. The play is selling out fast.
Other plays to be presented this
year are Oliver Goldsmith's "She
Stoops to Conquer," which open
Feb. 27, and Shakespeare's
"Love's Labour's Lost," set for
May prformances.
All are British plays, each from a
different century. The following
year, the bi-centennial, will be
devoted to American drama.

Left to Right — Barnes, Morrow and Munson

National Model United Nations

The International Club will once
again spnsor a delegation to the
National Model United Nations
(NMUN) in New York City. The
event will take place in the sping
quarter of 1975 (April 22-26). Ap
plications for interviews will be
available Monday, November 11 in
the Political Science Secretary's
office (Penny Jones). Perspective
applicants
must
be
under^aduates and plan on at
tending CSCSB for the remainder

of the school year. This event is volved in regional studies are
open to all majors.
offered a unique opportunity to
The largest collegiate con apply abstract knowle^e to a
ference in the country, NMUN, purposeful end in the simulation of
built on the experience of firty-nine world diplomacy.
years, is also the most comAs a member of the academic
phrensive in its size, scope, and community concerned with
ability to meet the needs of its political, social and economic
participants. The conference relations between diverse nations,
satisfies many varied educational you are invited to consider the
ambitions. The study of in interest and educational value of
ternational economics becomes the National Model United Nations.
alive and meaningful. Those in

Left to Right — Finn, Nelson and Newcomer

Veteran's Corner

The G.I. Bill Story:
November 1974
The GI Bill (Veterans Read
justment Act of 1974) which
recently passed the House and
Senate will become law, according
to Congressman Bob Wilson, RCalif., 40th District.
"The bill will pass, with an
override vote if necessary," Wilson
siad. "Right now the President
does not have the bill, it has not left
Congress.
"Congress is presently ad
journed and won't reconvene until
November 18. At that time the bill
will be submitted to the President,
it is conceivable that the bill might
be submitted for Presidential
approval or veto as much as a
week prior to reconvening."
According to parliamentary
procediu'e, the President has three
options when a bUl is presented to
him; (1) he can sign the bill into
law, (2) he can veto the bill, or (3)
he can do neither. If the President
chooses to sign a bill it is the law

tho-e after, subject to repeal. If the
President vetos the bill can go back
to Congress for re-evaluation or if
Congress is strongly in favor of the
proposed bill the presidential veto
can be overridden by simple
majority in the Senate and a twothirds majority in the House.
If the president takes his third
option, simple inaction, the out
come of the bill relies on whether
Congress is in session or is ad
journed. The president has ten
Congressional working days in
which to exercize one of his op
tions. If he neither signs or vetos a
bill after ten days the bill
automatically becomes law. On the
other hand if Congress is ad
journed and the ten day limit ex
pires the bill is automatically
killed. This method of killing a bill
is known as a presidential "pocket
veto."
Since a "pocket veto" would
further delay the bill. Congress has
removed the op^rtunity for such a
veto, according to Representative
Wilson.
"Congress will hold the bill until
reconvening or just prior to
(Cont. to p. 12)
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Admissions and Records
Veterans Services
Relations with Schools
Will open in their new offices at
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FREE PRESS PAGE
The Free Press page of the PawPrint is reserved
for opinion matter frorti anyone about anything.
Opiniohs expressed are those of the author and not
necessarily of the PawPrint or San Bernardino State
College.
Written matter may be up to 250 words in length,
typed, and double-spaced.
Deadlinefor copy is Wednesday before publication.
Libelous, tasteless, or over-length material may
not be published.
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IN ANSWER TO LINDA
Dear Linda:
I am very much saddened by
your letter in the last issue of the
PAWPRINT. You sound very
disat^inted and I would like to
give you a warm greeting —
HELLO LINDA. Please come on
over to the PAWPRINT offices
anytime and you could be my first
of 600 new friends.
Bob

Linda, who ever you are, where
ever you are, I feel for you. I am
very out going male type person
and also friendly. I like to reach out
to people in need. You do seem to
be in need. I want to be your friend
and I shall ask nothing of you. I am
a straight dude. Here at Tumbleweed Tech. Linda, sweet flower,
call me , write to me, care of the
Pawprint.
Que

New Revolutionaries
Fill Radical Void
(CPS) — With the death of SDS
most college administrators
breathed a sigh of relief, but the
void left by the group's demise is
being
replaced
by
the
Revolutionary Student Brigade
(RSB), an organization partly
responsible for two campus
disorders in October.
At (i^lumbia University mem
bers of the RSB, formerly the
Attica Brigade, took over the
administration's careers office to
protest Columbia's policy of
allowing all "illegitimate em
ployers to recruit on campus."
The group of 15 students ripped
up a dozen application forms for
die CIA and stated that its action
was the beginning of a campaign to
deny university recruitment
services to federal agencies and
corporations
"which
are
responsible for the oppression and
exidoitation of people worldwide."
During the two hour sitdn, an
RSB spokesman also demanded
that the Reserve Officers Training
Ck)rps (ROTC) not be permitted
back on campus and that Columbia
president William McGill resign
from the board of directors of
Texaco. In
addition,
the
spokesman stated that the
university must "end all in
vestments
in
corporations
operating in Southern Africa."
The protesters left when they
w^e told that they would be
subject to discipline under the
rules of university conduct if they
stayed any longer.
Meanwhile at Boston University
(BU) three days of (X'Otest ended
when 150 students marched to the
administration building and
burned an effigy of the vice-

ixesident. The RSB and other
groups were demonstrating
against Chile's military junta, a
BU-organized conference on Latin
American development and the use
of city police to quell student
disruptions.
Seven demonstrators were
arrested on the second day of
protests when Boston police were
called in by the university to break
up a demonstration in front of the
administration office after win
dows there were broken.
Protesters objected to BU
conference invitations sent to
Eduardo Frei, an opponent of
Salvador Allende's Popular Unity
government, and Robert McNamara, president of the World
Bank, which refused to extend
credit to AUende.
Six policemen and two students
were injured during the demon
stration.

VETERANS
(WWII-KOREA-VIETNAM)
Find Out About Your G.I.
Home Entitlements
Whether Used Previously
or Not.
Call Ron 886-4846

ASB Corner
By John Whitehair

The
Associated
Student
Government leaders of Cal State
are supporting a petition calling
for a Legal Aid Program for San
Bernardino.
The petition calls for a fully
funded and staffed Legal Aid office
that would provide free legal aid to
those people of the local com
munity who cannot afford attorney
fees.
The nearest legal aid society is
located in Riverside and usually
those who cannot afford an at
torney also cannot afford a drive to
"Riverside.
The petition for the legal aid
program will be avi^lbel in the
A.S.B. trailer to be signed by in
terested persons during the
following hours: 8 a.m. to 12 p.m.
and 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
The petition states that "We the
unders^ned, feel that it is im
portant that San Bernardino
County have a fully staffed, fully
funded Legal Aid program."
The supporters of this petition
feel that equal justice means equal
access to the courts and without
adequate legal aid there is no
justice.
The Executive Cabinet meets
every Tuesday at 8:00 a.m. in the
A.S.B. trailer.
The Student Senate meets every
Wednesday at 8:00 a.m. in the
(Emmons Conference room.
The A.S. Senate Approfxiations
Committee meets eadi Tuesday at
5 p.m. in the Upper Commons
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Complete Line of
dried fruits and nuts
Health foods and vitamins
Our specialty—Trail Mix, Pine Nuts,
Gift Parki ^
variety of Herbal
.
Teas Liquid Vitamin E.
Bring this ad for a 10% discount on
your total purchase.

1614 E. HIGHLAND

(Cont. to Pg. 12)

1 discount
per customer)^

Special Bonus Fee
Donate Plasma twice Each Week;
Receive $6.00 the 1st visit
and $9.00 the 2nd visit

Hyland Donor Center
450 W. 8th St.
San Bernardino

Men. - Fri. 7:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
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As The Platter Turns
by Bruce Scott
OKIE
J.J. Cale
(Shelter)

If you want credits, some of
Gale's come from his early stints
with Delaney & Bonnie, an
association with Leon Russell and
two artful previous Shelter LPs,
Naturally and Really.
Gale's vocals are restrained, as
much laid-back as held back, at
times almost a hush. His guitar is
similarly laid-back, weaving a
tapestry of syncopated strumming,
subtle chord arrangements. .
Together, voice and guitar slide
the sonic message across, not by
overpowered emphasis, but by a
shifting of tempo and sidestei^ing
which makes subtlety the central
focus.
On (Mtle, branded "commercial"
by the short length of the cuts and
the consistent use of fade-outs to
make for easier airplay. Gale is
strongest with the uptempo
"Cajun," featuring some teautiful
lead guitar licks by Reggie Young.
Other cuts that contribute to Okie's
appeal are the soft country "I'd
like To Love You Baby" and the
gentle blues cut, "I'll Be There (If
You Ever Want Me)."
LIBERTY
Gene Cotton
(Myrrh)

J. J. Cato—Shelter Records
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Film Review

''A Very Natural Thing

99

By Dave Senty

"A Very Nattiral Thing," a New
Line release; produced and
directed by Christopher Larkin;
written by Larkin and JoseiA
Coencas. With Robert Joel, Curt
Gareth, Bo White. Restricted
Audiences (R).
(CPS) — There is a problem in
making a film about gay
relationships for the general
public: what gays consider "facts
of life" the general public views as
symbols of a decajing society.
"A Very Natural Thing" is an
honest, candid, brass-tacks in
terpretation of the inherent
problems in relationships between
gay males. It is not a nihilistic
exploitation film along the lines of
"T^e Boys in the Band," but
neither is it a Doris Day glossing
over of the fact of life.
Te story involves a young man
(Robert Joel) who has left the
{x-iesthood after an internal battle
over the compatibility of his
religion widi his homosexuality.
He is oriented toward a per
manent, monogamous relationship
and attempts to establish one widi
the wrong person, a swinging
businessman played by Curt
Gareth. After this relationship
inevitably breaks up, Joel does the
flip-flops to the other extreme and
thwarts the nesting instincts of a

second potential lover, a divorced "novice gay" who still visits with
frfiotographer played by Bo White. his ex-wife and young child. His
At first glance it might seem that understandable need for emotional
this is just reward for a bunch of stability makes him the most
perverts who are afraid of making compelling character.
Unfortunately, "A Very Natural
commitments, but the problems
are more fundamental and Thing" has some technical flaws
universal. In this day of the common to most just-barelyliberated woman it is becoming above-ground films. The acting
evident that the union of equals is only occasionally rises above
much more difficult than the mediocrity; the dialogue is
traditional I and Thou relationship. sometimes forced and unnatural;
This has always been the case in the the Telemann and Samuel
Barber music tracks during some
gay relationships.
In the relationship between Joel of the love scenes reach almost
and Gareth the problem is not a farcial proportions. The sex scenes
lack of love, but rather Joel's in a steam bath and at a Fire
neurotic insistence on stifling Island orgy will no doubt have
togetherness — that each of them some of the more judgmental
be the only man in each other's life. viewers clucking decay-of-society,
Total h-e^om and independence but the director is more concerned
are not the answer either, for this with telling an honest story than
ai^roach apparently negates the with pacifying tender sensibilities.
This film is not for tender sen
purpose of the relationship.
Joel lives in extremes, and this is sibilities, but it is for open-minded
his nemesis. He becomes the least view^s who want to understand
likeable, most discomforting human ix'oblems, but who don't
character in the film. Garth comes demand rosy universal solutions.
across as the most "seasoned "A Very Natural Thing" does not
homosexual" of the three men. He beg for sympathy, but it does evoke
is a stroi^ character because he empathy — no matter what your
has his head together and neither own orientation is. It has some
wants to rule or be ruled. At one very good technical and ideological
point he says, "Love is never moments, and is well worth seeing
having to say you're in love" — —• e^cially if you hated "Love
that's food for thought. White is the Story."

Gene Cotton looks sort of like a
country balladeer of the moderfl
school, sort of like a street corner
Jesus Freak, and sort of likfe plain
folks. Deep in his Nashville heart.
Gene is a 'Christian.' (The word
'CHiristian' is used in this con
notation to denote one after con
verts, rather than the holy life in
quiet contemplation.)
The Myrrh label is a subsidiary
of Word records, a gospel and |»p
record mill in Waco, Texas which
has just signed a deal with ABO
Dunhill for distribution.. .which is
important, as it bodes more
Christian ballads and hymns on the
AM dial (which is just what you
needed, right?), the current one of
which is Gene Cotton's "Sunshine
Roses," the opening track on his
Liberty LP.
"Sunshine Roses" is an
"American Pie" formula song,
with none of the depth. Cotton even
sounds like Don McLean, vocals
and chord progressions sounding
amazingly like. . .Ah well, pity
those bored and dull Fifties
rockers, those oji^ressed Blacks
and stoned hippies, sez Cotton, for
they don't know they can't be Free
until:
"Sunshine roses sweet holy
Moses,
Ethan Allen come and sing us
your song.
Any day now any way now,
Somebody come and take us
away.
Following this sure Top Forty
Jesus Freak Heavenly Hit Parader
is a Harry Chapinish story (lacking
Harry's depth) of people who've
sold their souls ("Man Buyin'
Names"), a Charlie Brown tribute
to country Nashville called (ap
ropos) "Country Spirit" and an
"All The Lonely People" spin-off
which manages to incorporate
some Simon & Garfunkel — titled
"Mrs. Oliver," it even has the line,
"It's all the same, nobody came."
At that po'mt. Cotton begins

Ten Per Cent

singing some songs written by
others from the Word stable,
perhaps in an attempt to prove that
he stands not alone in his
monolithic mediocrity. One song,
"I'd Hate To Be A Black Man," has
some catchy guitar licks; but is
annihilated by its patronizing
liberalism.
In fact, those last two words in
the forgoing paragraph sum up
what's really wrong with Cotton's
Liberty. Racism, poverty, war, all
the cliche ills of Mankind are met
with an even more cliche cure, as if
toting tracts in the parking lots of
life and belching sanctimonious
platitudes will automatically
eliminate them.
Reactionary thought staggers
throu^ Liberty like a red freak at
Swing Auditorium, as passe as the
copped music. Witness these heavy
lines from Larry Norman's "The
Great American Novel," on tiie
side two of Liberty:
"And your money says 'In God
We Trust,'
But it's against the law to pray in
school.
You say we beat the Russians to
the moon.
But I say you starved your
children to do it."
So we can land a man on the
moon, but we've still got poverty?
Who needs poor people on the
moon? Or a Keith Partridge
Christian soundalike on the AM
dial?
TRACY NELSON
(Atlantic)

The fourth LP from Tracy
Nelson, veteran of Mother Earth,
shows she still doesn't know where
to take her considerable talents.
Sure, it's nice to "elude any catch
all classification" and be able to
lunge alternately into rhyaas &
blues, gospel, and country; but
sometimes when you try to cover
all the ground, hollow spots are
left.
Tracy's rich, throaty voice
strains heartily to communicate
the quintessence of "I Shall Be
Released" and a half-dozen others,
but always seems to lack the im
mersion to pull it off. She does
terriffc renditions of the sixritual
"After The Fire Is Gone' and most
C&Vfy however, showing that there
is more undireded tal^t out there
than suspected.
What producer Bob Johnson (of
Bob Dylan and Leonard Cohen
fame) needs to do is help Tracy
direct her attention to the genre
that's right for her (which I
suspect is country), and then ex
pand to cover all ^e bases.
Top Of The
mendations:

Head

Recom

Uh, lessee, hozabout Erroll
Gamer's Magician (London) for
some jazz, or maybe Billy Cobham
(Mahavishnu Orchestra) with his
Crosswinds; for some charmin'
country rock-pop (even though he
says he doesn't do country) maybe
a two-record set of John Stewart The Phoenix Concerts Live (RCA;
Cobham's on Atlantic); or some
boogie R&B by War called War
Live (United Artists); or the faralong New Riders of ihe Purple
Sage with Home/ Home On The
Road (Columbia). Well, 'tUl next
week as God said to Moses, "Take
two tablets and call me in ffie
morning."

Enrollment Increase

The Fall Quarter official census,
taken on October 23, shows 3,501
students on campus, or an
equivalent of 2,889 full-time
students. This represmts a 10.7 per
cent increase over the F.T.E.
digure of the Fall Quarter in 1973

which was 2,610.8, with 3,072
students on campus. The per
centage of individual students
increased 14 per cent based on the
comparison of the two Fall
Quarters.
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Opinion Poll

Astrology Corner

By Raman Bediar

The Astrology Corner
By Phoenix
Aries: Use your energy wisely —

What Do You Think of A.S.B.?

especially around children this
week and watch your impatience.
Keep the upper hand in bargaining.

SIBISISlSlSlSISOIBlSISlSlBnBffilBREiStSZBHI

Al Melton, Business Admin.

Why Should the ASB be spending
money on arts and crafte? The
college should spend that money. I
think a Child Care Center should be
a worthwhile project. With all the
married students on campus, I
ttiink that should be a good cause.
Garry Moser, Education
I am not too aware of the ASB.
Sometimes I do see that they exist
by the posters they post on walls,
l^ey should have more social
activities. And perhaps organize
some garage sales, art shows and
dances.

Debbie Goerner, Health Sc.
Not too many students know
what the ASB is up to. They should
let the students know that they are
here. They should get the Child
care center going again. I think it'll
work if they get the right people to
run it. They should get lunch time
speakers, movies and musicians on
campus.

Taurus: Don't let yourself
The PawpM-int is interested in
become isolated. Now's the time to
running
all club information in the
move with the crowd. Successive
Clubs, Clubs, Clubs Column.
events will lead you up.
Please submit all club information,
Gemini: Slow down. You tire typed, one week prior to
easily. Complications due to publication date.
The Pawprint is starting a new
someone new in your life.
column on car-px)oling. If you are
Greg Garrity, Biology
interested in car-pooling, sharingCancer: Don't let nostalgia bog a-4*ide or need-a-ride please submit
I don't know a thing about the
ASB. I don't even know who the you down. Take a chance; invest. your typewritten request, in
officers are'. I am just aware of
cluding from where, days and
their presaice.
Leo: There is a woman giving times, to the Pawprint one week
you sui^rt: a mother, a sister, prior to publication date.
wife; something you've been
wishing for comes to you.

IBIS

Virgo: Allow yourself the chance

to be pleased with yourself. Protect
those you love.

Psychology Club
News

The association of Psychology
Students is soliciting students
Libra: This is a week to roU up interested in going on trips,
your sleeves, and get to work. Your hearing guest speakers, and
activity, will pay.
throwing parties. Meetings are
held every Tuesday at noon in PS
Scorpio: Forget what's past. 122.
The APS's first event — a coffe
Look to the future. Home is being
built. Prepare now and financial hour held on October 30 — was
considered a success by both
support is there.
faculty and students in attendance.
Sagittarius: Social atmosphere Dr. Stuart Ellins introduced the
this week. Involve yourself with Psychology Department faculty
and each instructor outlined hisartistic pieople.
her main area of interest. Coffee
• Capricorn: Count your friends. and cake were served.
You'll be surpirised at how many
you have. The good will outweigh
the bad two to one.

mmsmBsiBiBmsamsasiaaBiaam

Gerri Clin, Graduate Student in
Clinical Psych.
I am not really familiar with the
ASB. I think they are trying to
make the students more aware of
the activites available to them.
Much more so than in the past.
They should reach out and find
more of the students needs. They
should try make the students get
involved in our community.

Clubs,
Clubs
Clubs,

Scot Mclntire, Bus. Admin.
The ASB should publicize their
Aquarius:
Although
your
activities more. They should make
the students more aware of the pFoblems seem unsurmouhtabie
political situation of this com take them one at a time. There will
munity and the State. They should be an opportunity to communicate
get off their seats and get involved. to the masses through written
material.
Pisces: Cooperation with a
partner is called for this week,
^are you knowledge with others.

This week the moon moves
throu^ Libra on the 12th, Scorpio
on the 13th and 14th, Sagittarius on
the 15th and 16th, Capricorn on the
17th and 18th. Mercury enters
Scorpio on the 12th. With Mercury,
Moon and Sun in Scorpio on the
13th, Scorpios may have strange
dreams and unique thoughts.
Venus and Mars are also in that
sun so there's lots of romantic
activity. Capricorns appear to be
having it a little rough with Saturn
opposing their Sun Sign.

Ski Club

The Cal State Ski Club will meet
Wednesday, November 13, at 12:00
noon in the up^r commons. A
movie will be shown from the
Olympia Beer Company. Also,
pilans are being made for a beer
bust and ski trips to the local
mountains and the Sierras. For
further information contact Joe
Long or Greg Price in the Physical
Education Depiartment.

Foreign Students
Association
The new "Association of In
ternational Students" will meet
Tuesday, November 12,1974 at 1:00
p.m. in PS 133. The agenda will
include organization of the club
and election of officers. The club is
opien to foreign students and all
other students interested in
promoting cultural exchange
between students from other
countries and the United States.

Bridge Club

David Zamora, Social Sc.

All I know is that they exist and
thats about it. It seems that they
would be limited in their activities
because of the nature of this
campus. Most of the students are
commuters and to them ASB is
nonexistant.

Warren White, Criminology
I have seen very little of the ASB.
I am sure they are trying to do as
much as they can. I think they
should throw some "piool" parties
at PE pool for students to get
together. Maybe more athletic
programs.

MUNCHIES
SUDS
FOOSBALL

FOOD
TOURNAMENT

WEDNESDAY NIGHTS 8:00

1562 North "E" St., San Bdno.
of impoatora mmd
wowleMeo compotHors.

J

Bridge anyone? Several local
colleges have bridge teams that
would like to play against Cal-State
students.
In fact, there will be a major
bridge tournament at UCLA later
this month.
If you are a bridge freak - or just
enjoy a good game, come by or call
the Activities office (SS-143, ex
tension 518) and ask for Lorraine.

Sociology Club
News
There will be a meeting of
Sociology majors and the Sociology
faculty on Wednesday, November
13, at 12:00 noon. Fifth Floor of the
Library. Agenda items include a
question and answer ^pieriod and
organizatioh of the Sotiblbgy Oub.
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Wd^gotaplan
to make your banking easier.
. I

The College Plan'

What we've got is a very
special package of services
designed specifically for col
lege students. We call it the
College Plan, and here's what
makes it so special:
The College Plan
Checking Account.
First you get completely
unlimited checkwriting for
just $1 a month. (Free during
June, July and August.) You get
monthly statements. And the account
stays open through the summer even
with a zero balance, so you don't /A
have to close it in June, reopen it in
the fall.
Personalized College Plan Chccfe
are included at a very low cost. Scenic or
other style checks for a little more.
BankAmericard® Next, if you're a qualified student ot
sophomore standing or higher, yoli can also get
BankAmericard. Use it for tuition at state universities, for
check cashing identification and everyday purchases. Con
servative credit limits help you start building a good credit
history.
Overdraft Protection. This part of the package helps you
BANK OFAHCRICA NT&SA

f

avoid bounced checks, by covering
all your checks up to a prearranged limit.
Educational Loans. Details on
Studyplan® cind Federally In/ sured loans are available from
any of our Student Loan
Offices.
avings Accounts. All
our plans provide easy
ways to save up for holi
days and vacations.
Student Represent
atives. Finally, the Col
lege Plan gives you individual
help with your banMng problems.
Usually students or recent gradu
ates themselves, our Reps are located
at all our major college offices and are
easy to talk with.
Now that you know what's included, why
.....
not drop by one of our college offices, meet your Student
Rep, and get in our College Plan. It'll make your banking a
lot easier.
Depend on us. More California college
students do.

BAN KOF AM ERICA m

MEMBER FOIC

Blood Drive

You could consider C^CSB a
community
of
apI proximately 5,000 people if you
count all the students, faculty and
; staff. Given this number, there is a
statistical probability
that
' someone, maybe YOU, will require
} surgery or incur an injury where
BLOOD will be necessary to
I guarantee your continued health
and well-being, possibly your
LIFE.
The only way to guarantee that
{none of you will have to face this
tremendous cost is to have a
; reserve fund and the only way to
have, a reserve fund is through the
generosity of DONORS.
Your Student Health Center has
established a blood reserve fund on
this campus to guarantee this very
necessary commodity to you or
Wia Will WiBBaWia Mb

EnVirOIlITlGTltHl

Exhibit
on Display

any member of your family free of
charge in the event that one of
these incidents might occur. One
The nature and scope of
pint of blood costs a|^roximately| America's enviromental crisis and
$50 if you had to but it.
the efforts being made to cope with
it are depicted in 113 color
Our annual blood drive will be photographs displayed in the Cal
held on November 19 in PS 121 State, San Bernardino library Oct.
from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. We 26 to Nov. 24.
would like to see you there; give
Titles "Our Only World," the
this very important matter your photographs may be seen on the
serious thou^t and consideration first and fourth floors.
— don't "let the other fella' do it."
Produced by the U.S. En
You may stop by the Student viromental Protection Agency,
Health Center, AD-117, anytime "Our Only World" is being cir
between now and the 19th and sign culated nationally by the
up for the time most agreeable to Smithsonian Institute.
Among the probiems dipicted
your schedule.
Remember— "GIVE BLOOD — pictorially are the needs for clean
IT- WAS MEANT TO CIR air, clean water solid waste
management, insecticide and
CULATE!!!"
*• radiation control and noise
'''ft"'"'i*
abutment.
The exhibit shows the effects of
our technology and the efforts now
being made - both by individuals
Kenton L. Monrow, Dean of and by organizations • for slowing
The Admissions and Records
down and reversing the damages
Office formally became a part oft Students, states that he welcomes we have done to this portion of our
of the Student Services operationon the Admissions and Records O^e
November 1, President John M. as a part of the Student Services world.
Original color prints identical to
group and looks forward to a close
Pfau announced.
those
in "Our Only World" may be
working
association.
This change brings the
The Admissions and Records purchased by the public through
arrangement at Cal State, San
Bernardino more nearly parallel to Office, currently located in tem order forms available at the
that followed on other campuses in porary quarters in Mohave House exhibition.
Library hours are Monday thru
the system, and consistent with at Serrano Village, is expected to
that of the Chancellor's Office move into their remodeled per- Thursday, 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.;
where Admissions and Records is man^t offices in the Student Friday, 8 .m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday
organized under the statewide Services Buiding some time 12 noon to 4 p.m. and Sunday, 12:^
around the middle of November. p.m.. ta 9 p.m.
Dean Of Student Services.

J small

Student Services Expanded

Veterans Get Free Tutors
(CPS) — If any of the 727,000
veterans and servicemen enrolled
in GI Bill college courses this fall
need tutorial help, the Veterans
Administration (VA) will pay for
it.
Under a new program not
available under the World War n
and Korean GI Bills, VA pays costs
of tutoring, not to exceed $50 in any
given month, up to a maximum of
$450 per year. The benefit is not
charged against the veteran's
basic educational entitlement.

Any veteran who is a high school
graduate is eligible if he attends
college halftime or more and has a
deficiency in a subject required in
an approved program of education.
In order to get money for tutorial
assistance, the agency advises
eligible veterans to complete a VA
application and have it certified by
the school. Applications should be
salt within a year of the tutoring to
the VA re^onal office which has
the veteran's claim folder.

Library Cooperative
An "information explosion" is
the major factor in the banding
together of 21 academic libraries in
a new cooperating organization.
Explained Arthur Nelson, Cal
state, San Bernardino library
director, "No individual library
can hope to acquire all available
TTiatPrifll
Hisrinlinps " Under
TlnHar
material in
in all
all disciplines."
the new arrangement, the com
bined resources of all 21 libraries
total nearly three million volumes.
Shrinking buying power, Nelson
continued, is another reason for the
formation of the Inland Empire
Academic Library Community.
Included in the organization are
all community college, four-year
college and university lilx;aries in
San Bernardino and Riverside
counties as well as a number of
libraries in eastern Los Angeles
county.
Students enrolled in any of the

cooperating colleges may check
out books from any of the 21
libraries, using the card issued at
the home college.
^ The members of the Inland
Academic Library Cooperative
n
a
o
PAiiAae'
PaclflC College, BarstOW^llCgC,
California Baptist
College,
California State College, San
Bernardino, California State
Polytechnic University, Pomona,
Chaffey College, atnis College,
College of the Desert, Crafton Hilis
(Allege, LaVerne College, I^ma
Linda University, Loma Linda,
Loma Linda University, Riverside,
Mt. San Antonio College, Mt. San
Jacinto College, Palo Verde
College, Riverside City College,
San BCTnardino Valley College,
University of California, River
side, University of Redlands,.
Victor Valley CoUege.
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ASB Elections

Stophort Wotorbury

As Senator-at-large I would work
towards implementing a regular
Pawprint column covering the
times, places, and agendas of all
ASB Senate
and committee
meetings. This would give students
the best pjossible opportunity io
attend and be heard on any issures
and all matters. Also, a capsule
report om the minutes of these
meetings to keep the student
abreast of changes affecting the
offerings of Cal State San Ber
nardino activities. My past exporience as ASB president of my
Community College, Chairman of
the Communications Workshop at
the National Associated Student
Government Convention, guest
speaker before a State Assembly
Sub-committee on several Bills
portaining to Community College
ASB fees, and coordinating efforts
to establish the first Black Student
Union, and Mecha Organizations
on my JC Campus, have given me
the background and sensitivity to
deal in the interests of all students.
I am always available and \villing
to repx-esent the needs and in
terests in Student Government.

Freshman students are under
represented on campus. They need
a strong representative in the
senator's office.
Freshmen should be made aware
of campus facilities and activities.
They need a strong senator to
organize the freshman class. I will
be a strong senator for the fresh
man class. I am a representative of
M.E.CH.A., to the I.O.C., and vice
president to I.O.C.
I will get the freshman class in
the campus spotlight.

Tom Coron
Greetings feUow students, my
name is Tom Caron and I am
seeking re-election to the office of
Senator-at-large. I spend most of
my days on campus, not only for
the reason of being a full time
student and senator, but also
because I live in the campus
residence halls and take an active
interest in the academic and social
life here on campus.
Ttiroughout the'year there will

be issues brought up at Uie A.S. B.
meetings
concerning
fund
allocations for various depart
ments, evaluations of services that
could benefit students, and
providing assistance in promoting
activities that are of both
academic and recreational in
nature. As a voting member of A.S.
B., I assure you that I will use ray
voting power in the interests, of
overall student benefits.

iM-r'-.-

•1;.

We've had a good laugh reading
the candidates statements but lets
get serious for a minute Gary Oe
Leon is my name and I'm truckin'
(as op^s^ to running) for Fresh
man Vice President. 1 am a serious
p}erson and believe in having a
good time. So let us be serious
about having one helluva a good
time.
I promise you I won't make any
camp)aign promises except tiiis
one, that I will represent you.
This has been a free political
announcement, paid for by the
"Non-p>olitical Party".

Gary DeLeon

Jose A. Garzo

Jesse Moreno

Each member of the student
body should have input as to what
occurs in any and all student body
meetings. From these meetings
and the results gained from the,
will affect the school in general. If
any students differes in the

opinions given or have better
ideas, they the right if not the
responsibility to sp)eak out. In this
area of repi^esentation I have had
experience and hop)e to serve your
interest on campus.

Hello, my name is Paul Mar
tinez, and I am a candidate for
Freshman Class President at
California State College, San
Bernardino. As a candidate I can
say through my expjerience as
President of San Bernardino High
School for the year 1973-74 I am
familiar with the responsibility of a
class president. Besides my
assigned duties if I am elected, I
hop)e to bring unification in allFreshman activities. I feel that
unification will establish com
munication and participation of all
students, as well as professors and
the administration. This unified
participation will bring successful
accomplishments, and make our
Freshman year memorable as well
as bring togetherness of our class
as a whole.
If you want a leader who believes
in representing our class as a
whole, vote for P.G. Martinez on
Nov. 18, Election Day.

Paul Martinez
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Candidates on the Soap Box
I have had a great deal of ex
perience wi^ high school govern
ment as Student Body Treasurer of
a high school with 3,100 students.
Since I have been here I have seen
room for improvements.
I feel that one of the most
necessary programs here is the
"Bbok-Co-Op" program. The
student government here should
concentrate more effort into
making this program successful
for the studoit J^ody. There is no

reason why students should con
tinue to pay outlandish prices for
their books and get con^aritively
no resale on them. I will encourage
the student government to con
centrate all of their efforts to get
this program off the ^ound.
As Freshman President I will
also
propose.
Freshman
registration priorty. Many CalState schools now have Freshman
priorty, and I will fight to bring it
to San Bernardino.

Maria Paslllas
This is the first time that I run
for a Student body office. I've had
some eiq)erience, and would really
like to obtain a position like this
one.
I was a former President of the
Spanish Club at Redlands Hi^
s^ool and Vice President of
M.E.C.H.A. I have be«i involved
with the Vallett Folclorico down in
Redlands, and performed for a
couple of years.
I worked as a dancing teacher at

the Y.W.C.A. with children as well
as young adults, and wish to
continue my work, but here at Cal
State.
I would like to have some more
activities going on here at this
campus, so with your help I hope to
get it.
In sincerely hope that you and I
can unite together so that we can
make an active year here at Cal
State.

Danny BMson

First of all, I will try to promote
more student participation in
student government. I will do this
by posting in the cafeteria and in
the dorms, a list of the actions
taken by the student government
after each senate meeting.
Of course, I will be available to
discuss anything any freshman
student wants to discuss.
If any action needs to be taken, I
will bring it up during the next
meeting.
I have attended every senate
meeting since the beginning of this
year, so I am up to date on what's
happening there, this way, I will
better able to help you, and will
have some background when I am
elected.

Bill Howell

Too many times A.S. Officers
strive for the success of their "pet
IX'ojects" and fail to recognize that
there are a great number of
students with a vwie^of ideas and
goals. As Freshman Senator, I will
be eager to hear and {X'esent a
wider variety of legislation to the
Senate. Legislation that will
represent the entire freshman
class and not just a few. I will also
endeavor to keep the lines of
communication between A.S.
Government and students open. A
few A.S. Officers, in order to get
their "pet projects" passed and
appropriated, merely tell the
students what they want them to
know. I believe that students
should be given the full facts
regarding legislation that will
ultimately affect them.

Shirley Alvarez

As in previous elections, com
munication betweoi the student
body and ASB governm^ has
been a big issue. The problem
appears to be in bringing student
ideas to the representatives,
suggestion boxes around campus
would remedy the situation.
Communication can ben ex
tended on and off campus with a
large number of foreign students
on our campus. Foreign exchange
ixogram could be initiated here
similar to those in other colleges.
Traditional foreign students ac
tivities can be sponsored to attract
the interested American students
as a means to fill the gap between
them. Being a foreign student
myself, I realize the need of
Ixinging the American and foreign
students to a closer interaction.
Campus director also is another
step toward bringing students of
various backgrounds together.
Every quarter many students
supply personal information to be
included in the directory, but his
information has never been
excellent results, I might be just
the one needed to catalyze these
reactions.

available to them. The time is right
for us to get in touch and get it all
together. This is especially
possible and necessary for a
small campus such as ours to
create a unique atmosphere filled
with friendship.
I will also push for carpool and
book swap which will save us all
time and money. Next quarter we
will have the book swap on a much
larger scale. Carpool would
provide an excellent means of
transportation for a large per
centage of students'who live as far
as fifty or sixty miles away from
school.
With the unallocated funds
available for fall quarter, we can
arrange for guest speakers ap
pearances for our campus clubs.
Noon-time and other week-day
activities, outdoor and indoor,
have always been met by en
thusiasm of students who are
unable to attend week^d gettogethers on campus which include
movies and theaters.
To accomplish and sponsor
satisfactory activities and to get

Frank Farsad
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Student Services Profile

GEE !!
I WISH I WERE
mm

1 Counseling Center
Available
Almost every student at soiue
point in his college career ex
periences problems of studying,
apathy, anxiety, motivation, in
terpersonal relationships and-or
the choice of a career, among
others. The services of the
Counseling Center, PS 227, are
available to members of the
college community to aid in solving
these problems.
The staff is composed of John
Hatton
and
Don
Woods,
psychologists, Susan Merrill will
begin January 1, 1975, as a parttime counselor along with her
position in the Psychology
Department. Appointments
usually may be made for the same
day and often persons can be seen
on a walk-in basis. All counseling is
completely confidential and
tailored to the needs of the student.
Although Hatton, Woods, and
Merrill are resources for dealing
with crises and difficult problems,
they are very interested in
reaching students without a par-

California State
Scholarships

You. CoJd , bu-t f
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student Services are back home!
Last week they carried on midst
boxes and boxes as they moved
from the 3-C trailer to the
"Rainbow Wing" of the renovated
Student Activities building at the
north end of campus.
The five-room suite, rooms 143145, is located in the northeast
comer of the building. The rooms
are painted in cheerful tones of
yellow, green, blue and shrimp
(?)! They're planning an Open
House soon. So we can all apix-eciate their happiness in their
new surroundings.
Still trying to believe the hew
offices are for real are: Dr. Russell
De Remer, head of Student Ser
vices, his secretary Doris Scott;
Activity advisors Richard Bennecke and Lorraine Smith with
their secretary Sheryl G\iidry.

The California State Scholarship
and Loan Commission reminds
hi^ school seniors and college
students that the postmark
deadline for the filing of California
State Scholarship aj^lications is
November 22, 1974.
Aporoximately 13,500 new
scholarships for undergraduate
college students are to be awarded
by the Commission in March 1975.
Students who believe they will need
fiunancial assistance to pay for
tuition and fees at the college of
their choice and who have already
taken the Scholastic Aptitude Test
of
the
College
Entrance
Examination Board (or who plan
to take the examination on
December 7th) are encouraged to
secure an application from their
school or the Commission offices in
Sacramento immediately. A copy
of the Parents' Confidential
Statement should also be secured
for mailing not later than
December 13th.
The Commission especially
wishes to encourage students wi&
a[^roximately a "B" average to
ap^ly for a State Scholarship.
Analysis of Commission statistics
has in the past confirmed that
many students in the approximate
grade point average range of 2.80
to 3.20 who have not applied may
well have been eligible with a
reasonable test score and financial
need.

THE P A W P R I N T
NEEDS
AD SALESPERSONS
Students fees only pay for part of the
publishing cost. Increased ad revenue is
now needed so that the Pawprint can
continue to publish on a weekly basis.

Ad salespersons receive a 20%
commission on all ads solicited
and collected.
9

ticular problem but who may
benefit from a personal ex
ploration of goals, expectancies,
and feelings.
Vocational testing may be used
to aid in the selection of a major or
occupation. Inventories are used
as a beginning point for discussion
not as ends in themselves. In
formation and applications for
sudi tests as Graduate Record
Examination Law School Aptitude
Test, Admission Test for Graduate
Study in Business, National
Teacher's Examination and
College Level Examination
Programs can be obtained at the
Counseling Onter. Sume tests,
such as American College Test
(ACT),
Graduate
Record
Examinations (GRE), Miller
Analogies Test (MAT), and College
Level Examination Programs
(CLEP) are given on our campus.
Foreign student advising in
immigration, academic and
personal areas is also px'ovided by
the Counseling Center.

Tennis Singles
Tournament
An intramual ladder tennis
singles tournament sign up is
underway in the P.E. Bldg. Under
the "ladder" system no one is
eliminated and individuals play at
their own convenience. For more
details, se Joe Long, PE-124.
Recreation night will be held
each Monday from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Insurance
I.D. Cards
Students who have purchased the
voluntary Accident and Sickness
Insurance may stop by the Student
Health Center, AD-117 to pick up
their I.D. cards. The Company is
forwarding these cards to the
Health Center for distribution as
applications for the insurance are
received. If you purchased this
insurance, stop by and see if your
I.D. card is here.

Y.W.C.A.
Women's Center
The San Bernardino YWCA
Women's Center is a place open to
all women. The goal of the
Women's Center is to try to help
the needs of women from all age
groups and philosophies. The
Women's Center endeavors "to
pjrovide useful services to all
women in order to help women
gain self-confidence, to appreciate
their individual worth and
capabilities, and to recognize their
p)otential to as active force in our
community. We have people
working in the following area of
concern: job and career coun
seling, day care, publicity and
promotion, new laws of interest to
women, consciousness raising
legislative action, sexism in
education, rap)e crisis, speakers'
i bureau,
and
medical-legal
referral. We need more help in all
areas. The Women's Center is
located at 498 N. Arrowhead
Avenue. The phone niunber is 8899536.
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Susie Creamcheese

By R. Gazebo
"29. For I am divided for love's sake, for the chance of union.
30. This is the creation of the world, that the pain of division is as
nothing, and the joy of dissolution all."
—The Book of the Law
She impaled herself on a chair by
woi^dn't have to lie (as he usually
LAST WEEK; As you hopefully did) to all the guys in the locker the window, and began talking to
remember, Susie and Loretta room after the football games. the dark-haired busboy. She no
walked a total of 16 miles while Mterall, Frank and Joe Hardy longer thought of him as a
trying to find the A.S.B. Trailer. were AU-Amerikan boys, and just scraggily hippie type. He was
After this arduous trek, they were because
they
respected friendly, matoe, and in a fatherly
astonished to find that Jungle Judy womanhood, it (hdn't mean they manner convinced her that she was
was as much a Bozo as everyone couldn't sow a few wild oats. As not damned for all time.
else on campus. If that wasn't males, they considered it their
This conversation was good for
enough, the mystery identity of the privelege.
hCT, and she continued talking to
Vice-President was exposed as CHAPTER 7
several other peofde, all of which
none other than Kevin, the campus —The Mourning After vs "The were what she once considered to
B.P.O.C. Meeting the enterprizing word of Sin is Restriction."
be leftist freaks or drug-slaves.
John Pulitzer Whitehearst, the
Back from the Dorms, Susie was Now that she had finally released
Pawprint editor, they were growling back to consciousness her hidden repressions, these
assigned to check out the pay after the long and eventful people made sense. She un
parking lot for hot news items. Halloween Party in Crestline. She derstood, even in her confusion and
Althoi^ they failed in this en didn't remember much, but she guilt, that this was a learning
deavor, they succeeded in arousing knew she had done something experience. Not only were her
the suspicions of the Campus horrible, immoral, and criminal. recent experiences with marijuana
Police when they fell asleep while She remembered taking the first and sex educational, but they had
waiting seven hours for news to drink, and then another, and yet shown her more peace of mind
iH-eak. They were searched, an another. Then somebody walked in than she had ever experienced,
experience which Susie found dressed up like a joint and she even in her happiest days as head
tramatic, and this discouraging knew it would get wild. She stayed cheerleader. In fact, it was not so
event, along with the many others in spnte of Loretta's constant much the drugs and sex which
Oius expounded in previous issues, urgings to leave, until at last gave her peace of mind, but the
was directly responsible for the Loretta disappeared. By then it lessoiing of restriction, and the
cataclismic mind hassle she ex was too late to find her, because knowle(^e that her future could be
perienced at an orgiastic Susie had consumed four Sunrises, virtually unlimited, and that she,
Halloween Party in Crestline.
smoked her first three joints, and too, could be unstuck in the web of
CHAPTER 6
was having such a good tim e at the human society.
—The Lovers vs The Mourning party she saw no reason to waste
She was about to leave Commons
After
time looking for her frioid. She when she ran into John Pulitzer
"Gee whiz, Frank," said the only faintly knew it then, but that Whitehearst. He had been at the
clean-cut youth, "it sure was great ni^t was the culimnation of years party, and knew what had tran
of Pops to let us borrow his car to of reix^ession, and the beginning of spired as to the loss of her physical,
go visit our girlsfriends."
a fight with her identity and emotional, and spiritual virginity,
"Ah, gee," replied Frank. "Pop values, as a person, as a "Susie", but to her amazement, he actually
sure is a sweU guy. He's the and as a woman. For that night, respected her for it. "I acted like a
greatest."
she took part in a pius and almost ixostitute," she thou^t, "and for
The two boys continued down the religious defloration ceremony, once, people are accepting me,
freeway at 55. They were anxious durii^ which she learned what sex respecting me, treating me gently
to see their girlfriends, Susie and was all about. Wham, Bam, like some kind of new-bom baby.
Loretta, It had been a long time Thankyou Sir.
Mom and Daddy Dear always gave
since Frank succeeded in ac
Her mind was a mesh of mush as me the imjxession that if I gave in
complishing what he termed as "a she got out of her dormatory bed. once, every male on earth would
tremendous victory" of getting his She stumbled over to Commons, lose respect for me and try to get
grubby littie hands down into looked at the sausage, and dry- down my pants." This thought
Susie's bra. He hoped Susie would heaved her way over to the coffee stunned her with all sorts of
let him go all the way, so that he machine.
emotional implications, not

the least of which was the in
ference that Mom and Daddy dear
didn't know their ass fr(nn a hole in
the ground.
"Are you aware of what hap
pened to your friend Loretta'"
John asked her. "While you were in
bed with that guy, she got awfully
upset 'cuz someone offered her a
hit of acid. She freaked-out,
threatened to call the police, left
the party, and came to the dorms
to call them."
"Oh my god!" said Susie fearing
for the safety of her party
comrades, while realizing that only
a week ago she would have com
mended Loretta for this behaviour.
"Well anyway," spoke John,
"Kevin, Hippie, and the gang got
the story from Loretta before she
called the police."
"Did they persuade her not to
call the fuzz?" Susie quivered at
her use of the slang term for peaceofficer.
"I don't know, that's all the story
I got. They must have done
something to shut her up." John
turned to leave. "I have to split to
the Dorms. We got a report which
will make a great story for the
Pawprint. Some chick got locked
on the roof last night with only a
blanket and the word is that she's
still up there doing wierd things
with a soggy banana."
NEXT WEEK: Susie learns how
to cope with her identity
crises...Joe and Frank Hardy
arrive for a visit which is cut short
when Susie discovers that she's
l)em dating a nurd for three years.
Susie gets in with the local female
lib. group and the City Slicker
Sages explain the Tao as being
essentially a Nihlistic system
which negates itself. This
stimulates Susie to negate herself
as she ventures to the desert with
nothing but water, a book by
Huxley, a book by Carlos
Castaneda, a sleeping bag and 45
peyote buttons.

Fly t o Castles
in t h e Sky
With the
International
Program
By Sal Bellia

Fairy tales may come true, it
could happen to you, when you
leave Berdoo.
But alas, you love Cal State San
Bernardino; its rocky fields, the
blank space where the student
union building should be, a part of
the school runs through your veins,
especially if you eat in the
cafeteria. Well worry not good
students, there is a fairy god
mother and a way to have the thrill
of foreign travel and Cal.State San
Berdoo too; for, while enrolled at
CSSB you can attend a university
in one of ten foreign countries.
"ImDossiblel", vou sav.
.
'^Not at all", replies Mme.
Rydell, the fairy godmother
reix'esentative of the California
State University and Colleges
International Program. For approxmiately the same cost one
would pay to attend school here,
you could be learning Manderin
Chinese at the University of
Taipai. You say that you are not a
language major and you only know
your native tongue. Don't worry,
without any prior knowledge of the
language you can go to Italy,
Sweden, The Republic of China,
Denmark or England. Those of you
who have had two years of
language training may attend
colleges in France, Germany, or
Spain.
The program is offered to juniors
and seniors, but it is good to start
preparing and applying for it when
you are a freshman or sophomore.
For more information about the
international jx'ogram, follow the
fairy dust to LC239 where Mme
Rydell and magic wand will be
happy to answer any of your
questions.
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THE FLAMING PIZZA
FAMILY REST A URANT

The new amendment to the law, now
g enables us to teach the Nunchako,
g you must be 18 yrs. of age and have
o Calif, drivers license for proof of
age. The price of this 4 week course is
S20

Larry Ammons

STUMOOF
SHFDBBISE
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174 WEST HIGHLAND AVE.

(Between Sierra Way & Mountain View)

SAN BERNARDINO
t
883-3109 — CALL — 882-9047

Th* Oritnfol Wtopon of Dooth
OS ufod by Bruct Let in
*'|nter the Dragon."
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SANDWICHES
SPAGHETTI
SALADS
POOL
GAMES

HOURS:
Mon.-Th. 3:30 pm—12:30 am
Fri. & Sat. 3:30 pm~2:00 am
Sun. 4—12.
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Throwing the book at sexists
By Nancy Heine
(CPS)
"
"Examples
of
stereotyping to be avoided:
scatterbrained female, fragile
flower, goddess on a pedestal,
catty gossip, henpecking shrew,
apron-wearing mother, fiaistrated
spinster.
Editors at the McGraw-Hill Book
Co. have sharpened their pencils
and begun attacking sexist
educational texts they publish. And
they're not alone. Other publishers
have joined the battle.
According to studies on sex-role
stereotyping in textbooks, plenty of
editing is in order. Though 51
percent of the US population ist
female, the studies discovered
men far outnumbering women in
texts at all grade levels. Women
who were represented were shown
as servile, fearful, passive and
dependent.
In a study of 554 elementary
readers,
researcher
Diane
Graebner found a ration of three
boys to every two girls. She
determined that 75 percent of all
stories were about boys and that
boys made up 67.5 percent of all
illustrations. She found that girls
were depicted as shallow and
"mothers" invariably wore skirtseven while camping or hiking down
the Grand Canyon.
When the Women on Words and
Images (WWI) went through 134
readers from 14 publishers, they
found boys outnumbering girls five
to two as lead characters in
stories. Their study uncovered six
biographies of males to every one
"biography of a female. In
mathematics books, WWI found
boys solving astronomy and
chemistry problems and learning
to buy stocks while girls measured
curtains and bought flour.
An investigation of social studies
texts by Richard O'Donnell
revealed 83 percent of the oc
cupations described belonged to
males and only 17 percent to
females. The occupations for
females
included
waitresses,
housewives, secretaries and other
service or home-oriented jobs.
Seventy-two males had prestigious
jobs while only one female was
shown in a similar role. O'Donnell
never found a male doing dishes,
cleaning or handling childcare
duties.

Perhaps the most exhaustive
research on high school civic texts
was published in the book "You
won't Do": What Textbooks on US
Government Teach High School
Girls. Dr. Jennifer Macleod,
research psychologist, and Sandra
Silver (wo)man, feminist con
sultant, dissected eight leading
civics texts and found little
mention of women in the US
political process.
They
discovered
that
illustrations
vastly
underrepresented women. Whereas
51 to 73 percent of the pictures
showed only men, a scant 3 to 9
percent showed only women. They
saw only two pictures of women in
nontraditional roles - Senator
Margaret Chase Smith holding a
bouquet of roses and Rep. Patsy
Mink throwing snowballs.
The researchers noted that all
political leaders were drawn as
make stick figures in charts. In one
bodc's introductory unit, "Un
derstanding Democracy," a sixsketch montage shows: a man
running for office; a man reading
about a male candidate; three men
discussing politics; a man wat
ching a three-man TV debate; a
man cheering a male candidate,
and a man voting.
Macleod and Silver (wo)man
found the reading matter no less
stereotyping. They uncovered

College Student
Insurance

statements like:
"the ideal
presidential candidate is .
.anenergetic member of the male sex.
Some day perhaps, a Negro, a
Jew, even a woman, may have
some prospect of being the party
(presidential) nominee."
While researchers, psychologists
and educators comb textbooks for
further evidence of sex-role
stereotyping, federal and state
governments have taken some
steps to eliminate the school book
sexism. Two bills which may have
some effect have already been
passed by Congress and another is
pending.
One of these bills, Title IX of the
Educational Amendments of 1972,
says that no person on the basis of
sex shall 'iae subjected to
discrimination
under
any
educational program" receiving
federal funds. Whether or not this

*
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covers the subject of textbooks has
been a matter of debate.
The New York Times noted that
Title IX failed "to cover
discriminatory curriculum
materials, such as textbooks that
contain sex bias." The Department
of Health, Education and Welfare
(HEW) added that any attempt to
ban the use of such materials
"would raise grave constitutional
questions under the First Amend
ment."
But according to Wilma Scott
Heide, past president of the
National Organization for Women
(NOW), "selection of sexist texts
by state action (via the public
school boards) is a denial of in
dividual First Amendment rights
of freedom of speech by excluding,
derogating, and-or stereotyping
women.

Dr. Anne Scott, NOW Legislative
Vice President has observed that,
as is, there is nothing in Title IX
"that makes a school system
accountable
to its required
statement of non-discrimination."
Another bill dealing with sexist
texts, the Women's Educational
Equity Act of 1973, was recently
signed by President Ford. The bill
authorizes $30 million per year to
"encourage the development of
new and improved curriculums"
and to implement communityoriented educational programs on
women in American history.
Senator Charles Percy has in
troduced an another bill to
Congress that would insure even
more funding to "help women gain
their place as equal beneficiaries
of society." Percy's bill, the
Women's
Equal
Educational
Opportunity Act, is still in com
mittee.
But while the federal govern
ment continues decision making
over the matter, eight state
governments
have
already
outlawed sexism in education and
texts. For instance, in California
sexist textbooks must be phased
out by 1975.
And publishing houses have
begun
feretting
exit
sexist
references in their books. J.B.
Lippincott, the D.C. Heath Co. and
Harper and Row all have said they
are carefully examining their
manuscripts for offensive sex-role
stereotyping.
McGraw-Hill,
which
has
recently published an 11-page
"Guidelines for Equal Treatment
of the Sexes" stated: "We realize
that the language of literature
cannot be prescribed, but we want
to encourage a greater freedom for
all individuals to pursue their
interests and realize
their
potentials."
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Discounted Insurance rates to FuM-Time
and ASB student members.
We Also handle Insurance Risks.
Offices:

7601 Arlington Ave.
Riverside, Ca. 92503
Phone (714) 687-7244

20704 San Jose Rd.
Phone (714) 598-2094
Walnut, Ca.
Across from Mt. Sac
behind 7 11
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New Rock in Old W&ys
hw
WAnHhntica
by John Woodhouse

. —

Any one who used to hang out at
Oie old Tangerine Bowl is in for a
big surprise because the only
strike your going to hear now, will
be on the electric pin-ball
machines of the new "Eros
Bogart" rock and roll emporium.
That's right a genuine rock and roll
dub for good old San Berdoo. A
new dawn is here with no more
heavy grovelling at the "Dog" or
mesmerising hoedowns at the
"Penny".
I have always been amazed at
bow a town of 100,000 or so, failed
misH'ably in supplying a decent
rock club. Was the town jinxed by
some deadly smog-laden genie
which instantly gobbled up
anything which smacked of
creativeness? No one can argue
ftat there aren't enough kids to go
around; thousands seep out of the
woodwork for Swing concerts and
just look at the mindless droves
swaggering along E Street on a
swinging Saturday night. Well the
search for the Grail is over. No
longer need the cruisers waste gas
checking out MacDonalds for some
tight action, here at last is a sizable
boogying paradise.
O.K., after a lengthy prologue,
time for a few particulars.
Although the club will open for the
first time on Thursday the 14th of
November, the grand opening will

take place on the 23 of Nov. As
yet (the time this is being written)
contracts have not been finalized
for the main act, however, ejqoect
some one well known. And here is
where their strength will lie.
Nationally known bands will be
appearing regularly. The majority
of small, local clubs, can not even

their precious time, has been a
source of annoyance to me for a
long time. Promoters like unctious
Bill Graham cooly discuss million
dollar profits as toough they are a
trifle in the bottomless well of
mammon.
Obviously
the
vociferous greed of musicians has
to be matched by the incredulous
inanity of the droogs who hand
oyer 10 bucks, at the drop of a
stainless steel guitar, to sit
cramped together with countless
other sardines in some mammoth
aircraft hanger, goggling with red,
glazed eyes at some bright dots
cavorting on a stage. The 'counter
culture' sure knows how to emulate
the rank excesses of the capitalism
it issupposed to despise. "Yes your
honour, the only way I could get the
$50 for theStones tickets, was to hit
up the old lady"; ran the riff in
1984. Just think for the moment
what would be the outcome if
everyone boycotted a couple of
major concerts. Jesus, would you
see some hasty scrambling to 'bite
marginally support expensive top the buUit' and help the flagging
musicians; where as the good
pwple at "Bogarts" are fully economy by reducing admissions a
willing to accept a loss when such little! Ah well, so it goes, as
artists perform and hopefully someone once prof^ecised.
Anyway, the "Eros Bogart", will
make a profit when local bands hit
be
open 6 days a week with a
the stage.
calendar,
roughly consisting of: The outrageously exhorbitant'
prices demanded by many Mondays-ladies free; Tuesdaysuperstars for a couple of hours of guys 99 c^ts and girls 1 cent;
Wednesday-a dance contest with

cash prizes; Thursday-open; and
Friday and Saturday-2 bands each
nifdit with geno'al admission being
in the $2-$5 range depending on the
act involved. A unique feature
which could be used by other
establishments, is a two show
policy with the bar closed during
one to enable younger kids to get a
look in. After this there is an 18
minimum for girls and 21 for guys.
The bar by the way, will feature
mixed wine drinks as well as die
usual assortment of beer. And if
vour a little hungry, a restaurant,
specializing in Italian cuisine will
be on hand. While you're waiting
for your order you can gape at the
chef who has set a record of sorts
by producing a pizza from dough
b^ to oven in 21 seconds! The
restaurant will be open 7 days a
week from 11 am to 2 am.
Other goodies to wet your ap
petite are a games room complete
with pool tables and odyssey type
electric games. For loc^, budding
artists there will be an art contest
with a first prize of $200 and a $100
voucher for art sui^lies as a
second prize. The winners will be
exhibited in the club and it is hoped
to have regular exhibits of local
artists works.

NOW APPEARING — MOONSHINE
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"S^GRAND OPENING ON NOVEMBER'22 WITH A TOP NATIONAL GROUP!!!!
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Chicano

Art

Show

gain information on current work photography and scenes related to
HELP WANTED
Other artists represented and current social problems by Alvado
their work are sculpture by Lopez and George Beltran; and
Full and port time
Gilberto Lujan; large abstract IM-ints by Moran.
drawings by Leonard Castellanos;
positions available
and painting by Esteban Villa,
Gallery hours are Monday
Juan Orozco, Rudy Cuellar and through Friday, 9 a.m. to 12 noon
Jose
Montoya.
Abstract and 1 to 3 p.m.; Wednesday and
for males and females.
Thursday
evenings,
6:30
to
9
p.m.;
of Chicano artists and coordinate
Saturday, noon to 4 p.m. and
Must be over 18 and hove reliable
shows.
Among the objects shown are Sunday, 1 to 5 p.m.
transportation.
bronze shoes sprinkled with
colored glass, created by Armando
Cid, and colored sculptured plates
Openings throughout the Valley.
(Cbnt. from Pg. 2)
by Rene Yanez.
Conference room. (C-219)
Shifts available 3 p.m. to 11 p.m.,
A throw away mural was created
The C^rpool Committee, the
especially for the Cal State exhibit Student Teacher Evaluation
6 p.m. to 2 a.m., 1 1 a.m. to 7 p.m.
by Armando Cabrera.
Committee, the Book Co-op
Committee, and the Housing
•••••••••••••••• • Referral Committee all have
STOP AND GO MARKETS Paid training
current openings for student
4members.
and company benefits available. Contact
Persons interested in serving on
personnel office in Upland at 985-0901.
one or more of diese committees
4- should stop by the A.S.B. trailer or
call ext. 347 or 348 and leave their
(Cont. from Pg. 1)
assumption that the Bill will pass.
name, address, phone number and
Instead of getting your excitement from watching the
reconvening
so the President can't It must work this way and be
committee
preference.
Someone
•xploitt of others, you could be having some of your own.
4- from the A.S.B. office will then 'pocket veto' while we are ad fx'epared to reprogram its com
By driving a tank. Or jump
puters so it will be ready to issue
4- contact interested parties and all journed," Wilson said.
ing out of a plane. Or learn
Although he could not guarantee checks and retroactive pay in
details
will
be
given.
ing to sleep in the rain.
Most committees take only a few 'how the President would handle accordance with the Bill if
Or by learning a job you
hours
a week for two or three the bill once he received it, Wilson veterans ^ould reflect the raise
never thought you could do.
said the bill would ultimately pass. within three or four weeks from the
weeks.
Or doing a job you never
The VA is working under the time the BiU is signed into law.
"Twelve Contemporary Chicano
Artistas," new art show, has
opened in the Cal State, San
Bernardino Art Gallery.
The public is invited to view the
show and meet the artists who are
from different parts of the state.
The exhibit will be up from Nov. 4
throu^ 27.
"The exhibit represents a
of ways in which the Chicano artist
is working with the arts," says Joe
Moran, Cal State assistant
professor of art and coordinator of
the show.
Moran is a reix'es^tative of the
State Coalition of the Artists,
formed six months ago to en
courage participation in the arts.

Getting all your
adventure from TV?

*

thought could be done. Or
going
places
you
never
thought you would go.
Or simply by putting on a
uniform and getting satisfac
tion from an old-fashioned
feeling thatyou'redoing your
best in the service of your
Country.

ARMY OPPORTUNITIES

CALL:
Sgt. Michael McCoy

884 6600
Join the people who've
joined the Army.

• •••••••••••••
Activities Calendar
Tuesday, Nov. 12
E.O.P.Mtg.
11:00 AM
LC-50C
Assoc. of Psych Students Mtg.
12:00 NOON
PS-122
Christian Life Club Mtg.
12:00 NOON
LC.277
Band Concert "Empathy"
12;OONOON Commons Patio
Assoc. of International Students
PS.133
1:00 PM
Faculty Senate Mtg.
LCrSOO
2:30 PM
Co-Ed Badminton Doubles
Gym
3:30 PM
Wednesday Nov. 13
LDSSAMtg.
8:00 AM LC-204
E.O.P.Mtg.
10:00 AM LC-500
Business Management Club Mtg.
12:00 NOON
C-219
M.E.C.H.A. Mtg.
12:00 NOON LC-256
Black Students Union Mtg.
12:00 NOON LC-27
Sociology Students & Faculty Gathering 12:00 NOON LC-500
International Club Mtg.
1:00 PM LC-42
3 Persons Basketball Games
Gym
3:00 PM
Psych. Colloquium - Mr. Sergio Martinez
4:00 PM PS-122
"A Comparative Study Between the Chicano and Anglo
Cultures
Using the Semantic Differntial Technique"
Christian Life Concert-"Sonrise" ii:00AM CommonsPatio
Thursday Nov. 14
Christian Life Club Mtg.
12:00 NOON
LC-277
Power Volleyball Games
3:30 PM
Gjhn
Co-Ed Turkey Trot
4:00 PM
Gym
Woodpushers Anonymous Chess Gar s 7:00PM SS-Atrium
Play "Lady Frederick"
8:15 PM
L. Thr.
Friday Nov. 15
E.O.P. Mtg.
12:00 NOON
LC-500
Film "I Never Sang for my Father"
7:30 PM'
PS-10
Play "Lady Frederick"
8:15 PM
L.Thr.
"Happening" Dance
9:30 PM
C-104
Saturday Nov. 16
Play "Lady Frederick"
8:15 PM
L.Thr.
Sunday Nov. 17
Nothing Scheduled
Monday Nov. 18
LDSSAMtg.
8:00 AM
LC-204
Women's Flag Football
3:00 PM P.E. Fields
Recreation Night
6-9 PM ,
Gym
Tuesday Nov. 19
County Blood Mobile
9 AM-3PM
PS-121
Assoc. of Psych Students Mtg.
12:00 NOON
PS-122
Christian Life Club Mtg.
12:00 NOON
LC-277
Co-Ed Badminton Doubles
3:30 PM
Gym
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